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What is Footlooz?
“One day in June, we were sitting in our class for class-teacher prep when we
suddenly got the idea that we wanted to bring out a wall magazine. We all liked the
name ‘Footlooz Newz’ for our magazine. So that’s how it all started.”
Yes, that’s how Class 5 students brought out the first issue of Footlooz Newz – a
humble beginning…
By the end of the term they had ‘published’ four issues – each issue handwritten and
decorated by the children. The reporters worked hard, running from one dorm to
another, interviewing people, digging for stories, asking for opinions, … One could
have seen them, holding umbrella in one hand, their notebook in another, and
asking questions to some person they had just managed to catch in the rain!
This is how Class 5 described the process:
“We first decide topics. Then we make groups. We then find
information in our own time and give the first draft to Anjali
Akka for correction. After it is faired out and properly written,
we display it on the charts and put it up on the bulletin boards.
That’s how it is all done for your pleasure and information.”
Footlooz was full of stories… written in long and simple
sentences… abound with details… These stories actually brought
to front the children’s perspective of their school environment, and
their response to it – What is happening in the Jungle Gym? Who
got hurt in the football match? Which dorm is writing maximum
number of letters? Who is yawning during the morning PT and
who is sleeping during the games? What are rains and drizzles
doing to our lives? Which snake was found near Shambhu-Kailash?
What’s new about the morning assemblies? What are weekend clubs
doing? All this and much more was covered by Footlooz reporters.
Though this newsletter doesn’t contain all the stories of Footlooz, it certainly gives
us a feel of the Sahyadri environment and the life of Sahyadri Community.
Though the sound of the chirping crickets and croaking frogs, the rainbow colours of
the clouds, the humidity of the misty morning, the melody of morning assemblies,
the meditative quietness of Astachal, the intensity of the School Day preparations
and the joy of learning something new every moment, cannot be captured in words;
we hope this issue of unedited children’s work will provide you with some flavour
of the life at the top of Tiwai Hill…
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Whither the Weather
[First term at Sahyadri – we were all eagerly waiting for rains to come. And the clouds really tested
our patience. Monsoon was a little late, but finally it rained! Here’s the weather diary of two months
at Sahyadri]

August diary: the weather this month is rather windy
and rainy. It was overcast on the 4th, 5th and 6th. It
was very rainy on the 2nd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th. It was also
sunny on the 6th and 7th. The shoes are becoming very
muddy. Most of the time it was cloudy. It is a good season for the farmers. Python
hill is lush green. Some people like to play in the rainy weather – class 5 has made a
chart to record the temperature around us. The temperature is not going above 26°C.
The weather is playing a trick on the people of Sahyadri. At first, it rains heavily.
Everybody takes out their raincoats, umbrellas, gumboots and other rain gear. Some
people run to their dorms. Then suddenly, the rain stops. The sun comes out from
the dark gray clouds. Everyone takes out their raincoats, closes their umbrellas and
so on. From nowhere, the wind starts blowing. People go and wear woolen clothes.
Thunder clashed like bells, as the lightening flashes from the sky to earth. Again, the
heavy rain starts pouring down. People again go and wear their raincoats. This is
how the weather plays a trick on us.
September diary: The weather this
September is not so wet. The sky
lights up in the morning and
fades away beautifully in the evening.
There has been a lot of change in the weather. It’s becoming cooler. In the night
sometimes, it rains and sometimes it does not. On Thursday 23rd, it was the autumn
equinox, when day and night are equal all over the Earth. The nimbus clouds are
slowly moving away from Sahyadri School.

Bugs all around!
[Once the monsoon showers were on, we suddenly found ourselves sharing this small hilltop with a
variety of other life forms. There was a sudden flurry of moths, snails, slugs, beetles, grasshoppers,
banana flies, millipedes, frogs and snakes]

•

•

•

We saw a crab walking sideways. It was white and ochre in colour. It was
rather scared. Its claws were very sharp. We saw the crab beside Shravani
dorm. It was spotted by Sandeep.
We found a red velvet mite in Shravani dorm. It was spotted by Rishi
Agarwal. It was red in colour. It was as soft as velvet. It was feeding on
the soil.
In Palash dorm we found many small snake-like creatures
of the centipede family. They were moving very fast in the toilets.
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Varisha found a mole cricket nymph near the dining hall. It was dark
and light brown in colour. It was moving around on the dry cement.
Some Phalguni girls found a snake in their courtyard. ‘Twas
greenish and black in colour. It was very scared and was going to
its hole. Anisha and Sasha spotted it.
We found a tortoise-shell beetle on the Asthachal hill. It was red
and black in colour. It had injured its leg. It was resting on the grass.
It was spotted by Dhanvi.
Prabhat sir found a big spider on the wall of the staff room. It was dark brown
in colour. Its front legs were very long.
Aniket found a fruit fly on his English notebook. It was orange in colour and
very tiny. It was hopping on the notebook.
Prabhat sir found a green fly resting on a red leaf. Suddenly it flew and again
came on the leaf. It was as small as a flea!
Parth Satra found a cobra near Torna dorm. It had eaten something and was
resting on a rock.
Aditya Patil saw a garden lizard. It was brown and white in colour. Its
eyeballs were moving from side to side.
Kaushal found a monitor lizard in Jaintia. It was brown in colour. It had
yellow spots all over its body. It was a hatchling. It was resting on Kaushal’s
hand.
Atman found a mongoose near Torna dorm. It was brown in colour. It had a
bushy tail. It ran across the path.
Jyotsna akka found a Rat snake outside Palash dorm. It was around 5 feet
long and it was an inch and a half thick. It was brownish in colour and very
fast. In Shravani dorm there was a Rat snake which was about 6 feet long.
The 4th standards discovered a wasp making a nest inside the 4th
standards class door lock.
Prabhat sir and Geetha akka have found more than 300 moths in
the past few months and photographed them.

A snake with camel humps!
Rekha akka and the pre-school children found a Checkered Keelback in
front of Shambhu and Kailash. Its posterior (lower) part was inside a hole.
Geetha akka was called. When she took out the snake, the posterior part
was bulging. She got the snake to class 5 to show it to the children. While
everyone was looking at it, something white came out! It was an egg!
Akka at once took the snake back to the hole, while Smitha akka put the
egg on a sheet of paper and took it to the hole. The snake was still in
akka’s hand. She saw that the posterior part was still bulging. Then it laid
two more eggs! There were many ants. So akka decided to take them to
the Biology laboratory with the snake. While it was there it was fed a frog.
Now the snake is set free and the eggs are safe. Geetha akka says, “It will
take about a month for the eggs to hatch!”
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Assembly Line Production
[This term morning assemblies were of a little different colour… or shall I say “colours”?]

This year there is no Assembly Committee but Jyotsna akka is in charge of
assemblies and she is slowly arranging them in a different way. So far the assemblies
have been quite interesting.
 Singing Assemblies: We have many singing assemblies. They
are rather harmonious and the songs are just excellent. Have
you all ever wondered how lovely it would sound, if we sang
with all our might?
 Display, Chanting Assemblies: Jyotsna akka chants some very
good chants which are meaningful and touching, and the rest of
us follow. Students of class 4, 5 and 6 displayed their artwork
before the chanting. The displays were very beautiful and it’s
quite a good idea to have displays before chanting, so that we
get acquainted with what’s happening on the art scene.
 ‘Know our Teachers’ Assemblies: Lat Saturday, some 10th
standard girls and boys interviewed Sabitha akka and Laxman
Telang sir. It was very amusing. And we rather liked it.
We wished for some more of these assemblies and would also like some juniors to
interview people. We really enjoyed it.

Weekend Dhamaka: Clubs and Activities
[This term many weekend clubs were started. These clubs have provided the community with informal
spaces where interested people come together and share their learning and… …of course, they have
fun too!]

Weekends are a time for fun and frolic. They are very enjoyable. Everyone enjoys
them and it’s nice to have weekends. There is time for doing lots of things. The Clubs
are a success.
The Nature Club is going well and they saw lots of interesting things like
scorpion moulting, pupa, a very big spider, a hairy kind of caterpillar, and
lots of stones with algae and fungus mixed, which is called lichens. People
who are really interested in Nature will have to wake up really early. It’s fun
to find out about Nature.
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In Reading Club as you can guess by the name they mostly read or Mallika akka
reads to them. Sometimes they go to different places in the campus taking a book
with them.
The members of the Sketching Club sit outside and Purna akka tells the children to
sketch a part of our environment.
The Writers’ Forum is quite different from its name. It isn’t completely
about writing. You can read something aloud which you have written.
You can plan a skit and perform it. You can even write and many people
like writing so the Writers’ Forum is quite fascinating.
Mind Sport is altogether an interesting club. In Mind Sport Sabitha akka gives the
students mind puzzles, maths puzzles and logic puzzles. They have a lot of fun
solving them.
In Science Club they discussed how science is different from
common sense. They also had a discussion on fallacies and
paradoxes before an introduction to Quantum Mechanics.
They also plan to discuss new topics in science like fractals,
nano-technology and so on. With juniors they plan to do
experiments and toy making.
The Film Club members watch a film and then talk about it. The film which they
have seen this week is ‘Seven Years in Tibet’.
In the Papier Mache Club, Anjana akka and their group made different plates and
bowls. But because of the wet weather, the things are not drying. The weather has
held up their work.
The Cooking Club members bake cakes. They have a great time
cooking and enjoy it a lot.
In the Macrame Club, Kavita akka is teaching them how to make bags, pot holders,
magazine holders, utensil holders and key chains.
In the Theatre Club, the participants and Telang sir play some games and try out
some plays.
The Handyman Club is repairing footwear. In future they may repair anything else
like torches, umbrellas and leather bags. It also helps them to save rubber and other
materials.
In the Photography Club they are processing black and white prints. There is a
machine called an enlarger which is used for making the black and white prints.
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Listening Club is full of the notes of music. Listening to music is the
hobby of many people and the A.V. Room is quite full, so many
people have to find a place to sit. Kappu akka is planning to
introduce different kinds of music. She will explain how rock
music is different from other types of music like pop, reggae, jazz,
rhythm & blue and so on. Also she would like the Club members to
understand the deeper meaning of the lyrics and enjoy that. They also
have a special place for most wanted songs. They do it by putting up the
song list and getting votes. Then they play those songs. She also provides lyrics for
the songs they want.
Two Saturdays ago a campus cleaning activity was organized by the Campus Care
Committee. The entire school collected a lot of rubbish. It shows that people on
campus are very careless.

[Class 5 students went to Kukdeshwar for their class hike. With monsoon showers on, the place was
full of waterfalls and the children walked in the rain]

Walking in
Kukdeshwar
Just walking somewhere…
Only us walking,
No soul to be found.
Rain pouring,
We are wet.
Just walking,
We don’t know where.
Only us, no one else.
Wind blowing,
Everyone shivering.
People happy,
People sad.
Water trickling,
Everyone smiling.
It’s wet all over:
Everyone saying yuck!
Squishy sandals,
Everyone enjoying.
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Yawning in the Mawning
[Reporting from the morning PT ground, 6:10 am: ]

All children aren’t coming for morning PT. Most of the children
come late for morning PT. Most of the children feel sleepy, but when
they are out of their dorm they don’t feel sleepy, but a little lazy.
There is nothing like optional PT – PT gets cancelled if it is drizzling or raining.
Seniors of 9th and 10th generally don’t like to come for morning PT, as they have lots
of studies, and also can’t understand the importance of morning PT. Most of the 9th
and 10th don’t listen to sirs. They try to give silly excuses.
Most of the juniors like to come for morning PT, as they don’t have lots of studies.
There are many changes in this year’s morning PT, as we have more games this year.
The children are not gathering at the proper time.

The Big Ball Matches
[Reporting straight from the ground of action: ]

July 11th : Matches with Vikhe Patil School
Junior Match: The match of Vikhe Patil’s vs Sahyadri’s was a football match.
In the junior match, the score was 1-0. Vikhe Patils were 1 and we were 0. No
serious injury took place. Rishabh from class 7th did not play because he had
worn a red T-shirt and that was not allowed. Our team got two
penalties. One was taken by Rahul of class 7th, and the second by
Akash of class 8th. Both of them missed. Then the match ended.
And they went for lunch.
Senior Match: The senior match started at 2 pm. It was again
a football match. The score was 6-0. We were 6 and they were 0.
Arnav shot three goals, two before the half time, and one
after. One serious injury took place. Tejas of class 9 got
cramps. Arnav was playing a skilled game. From their
team, only three seniors played and 7 juniors, because the senior team were
busy. The juniors of their team tried their best, but lost.
July 17th : Matches with Bhojwani School
Throw ball Match: The match of Bhojwani vs Sahyadri, was a throw ball
match. In the first set, we won. The Bhojwani’s did not try hard enough. In the
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2nd and 3rd set they won. No serious injury took place in the game. In the 3rd
set we tried to win but we lost.
Girls’ Football Match: The match of Bhojwani vs Sahyadri,
was a football match. The score was 1-0. They were 1 and
we were 0. One serious injury happened. Nidhi Patil of
their team tripped Urvashi of our team. Our team was just
playing for fun, but their team was concentrating. The
match ended and everybody went for lunch.

Having a Ball
[Rains and drizzles also affected Games. However nothing could stop football enthusiasts from getting
onto the ground and throwing a kick out of mud]

In this season Games are often postponed because of drizzling and
raining. When games are optional, some students go for walks or
play board games. They play carom, write letters, read books or
sleep. Actually sleeping is not allowed.
Sometimes 4th, 5th and 6th play football or table
tennis. When games are optional they play matches and practice a
little. Now a new timetable is going to come for us. The store is open
at Games time. Gopal sir observes how the children play. Generally
Devashish of class 9 and some girls of class 9 come for practising football.
Nowadays on the jungle gym fungus is growing. No girls come except girls of class
10th and 9th.
Reliable sources say that people are becoming lazy this year and going only till the
school board and coming back. Two years ago people used to go till Gundalwadi
and come back walking. And in Games time people used to do exercises for a long
time and play for one hour but this year people are not willing to play for a long
time or do exercises. The Games teacher says that he is willing to make children
stronger and more active but children are not willing to do it.
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[Freshers – new students and new teachers – had a lot of fun while preparing the Freshers’
programme for the school. The ‘Oldies’ also got their act together and we had two lovely evenings!]

Fresher’s Programme
All the freshers had a great time during the rehearsals. Jyotsana akka taught the girls
the Gujarati dance. Prabhat sir had fun with the children during the rehearsal of the
Hindi play. Tulika akka held an audition to select girls and boys for singing. Smitha
akka was also helping with the dance. Amita akka was teaching singing too. Prabhat
sir and Narayan sir directed a Hindi play called “gadha.” Amogh sir and Sabitha
akka directed the English play.

The oldies’ act!
Most of the people liked the teachers’ play. Many people appreciated the Marathi
dance by class six, and some people liked everything. The first four items were
songs. Then was the Alaknandan’s assembly. After that was the western folk dance
by class five. Then Arjun, Astha, and Ashwin sang a song. Next was Nini’s Bharat
Natyam. After that, Priyal did a dance on the song “Vande Mataram” this was
followed by the Marathi dance. After that, there was a teachers’ play. Towards the
end, there was a song by the teachers. The dining hall people worked very hard and
made special food on both days.

Musical Concert
[It’s not everyday that you listen to two 11-year-olds playing violin and sarod on stage]

On the evening of 3rd July a concert was held in the Senior
Audi. Everyone turned up for the occasion. The programme
was split into two. The first part was played by an 11-yearold child, Ishan, on the violin. He played Raga Yaman and
Raga Bageshwari, followed by a song. He was accompanied
by Rajiv on the Tabla. For the first ten or fifteen minutes,
people were attentive. After some time, people started
getting distracted and restless.
The music was melodious. Some children were very attentive
and serious. Certain parts of his concert were very, very
engaging. This boy was very interested in the violin and
concentrated on his work.
People showed less interest in Sarod concert. The two brothers, Praashekh (16 years)
and Abhishek (11 years) first played a classical piece and a ‘Dhun’. They also played
familiar songs and bhajans. Many people appreciated this concert and wished to have
more concerts.
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Never too old to learn
[Sahyadri organised a Theatre in Education Workshop for teachers of all KFI schools. Even with backto-back sessions, teachers’ enthusiasm never took a back seat. We also had Sunil Shanbag’s troupe of
actors performing every evening of the workshop. Altogether the workshop proved to be a lovely
learning experience for all of them]

On twenty ninth of July a theatre workshop started for the teachers of various K.F.I.
schools. Thirteen teachers had come from other KFI schools for this workshop. Sunil
Shanbag’s troupe showed three plays to the whole school – Shakkar Ke Paanch
Daane, Bade Bhai Sahab and Mehroom Ki Yaad Mein. They showed one play
separately to the seniors, Garam Kamra.
In the workshop the teachers learnt many new games. They learnt to use new
techniques when reading aloud. They explored the theme of a story and created
plays, while doing process theatre. It was very intense. There were three sessions
everyday. In the end the teachers were divided into five groups. Each group
presented a story in the form of a play. The entire process helped the teachers to
grow in their sensory awareness and communication skills.

Bamboo Workshop
[An artist from northeastern India came to share his handicraft skills with the children]

Purnochondro Das is a 25-year-old man who does
wonders with bamboo. He likes to make table lamps,
utility items, pen stands, letterboxes, magazine
holders, ships, clips, incense stick stands, belts, flower
vases, ashtrays and many more wonderful things.
Tanishtha of 7A says that he may be able to
communicate very little with children in English,
but his art and skills are very wondrous. He
does his work calmly and tries not to lose
his temper.
He taught the 7th and 8th and also the Art
students of class 9th and 10th. They had
classes everyday, but at different times.
One section of the class had their workshop after lunch from 12:30 to 2:30, and the
other section had their workshop from 3:00 to 4:30. The Art students were working
from 5:00 to 6:30.
Junior children found it a little difficult and seniors found it more difficult as they
made complicated objects. They have learnt to slice the bamboo pieces and to
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smoothen and polish them. They also learnt to weave bamboo strips, making holes
in bamboo with the help of a drill. The seniors learnt to paste bamboo pieces with
Fevicol. They also fired bamboo with a blowlamp to get the smoky effect.
Most of the juniors did pen stands, lamps and letterboxes. Most of the seniors made
magazine holders, palkies, ashtrays and flower vases.

Of Poppets and Puppets
[Ramlal and Dhanjira, traditional puppeteers from Rajasthan and parents
of Uttarkashi School, spent a couple of weeks with the junior children. The
puppets became alive in children’s hands and gave them a powerful
tool of expression and exploration]

Ramlal sir and Dhanjira akka had come from Dehra Dun to
teach the 4th, 5th and 6th standards puppetry.
With the sixth standards:
First, they discussed what puppets are for a long time.
They played some games and sir helped them to do some
plays. In this way, they came to know what puppets are.
Puppetry is only a medium. Through puppets we can
express our feelings without showing our face. To start with, sir showed them how
to make puppets. They made puppets out of all kinds of things. They made finger
puppets, plastic bottle puppets, string puppets and talking puppets. Their puppets
were of many different types, shapes and sizes: animals, humans and birds. From
this puppetry workshop, they have learnt how humans are harming nature and
what we can do to save nature. They also went for a trek. One group went to
Dharakwadi and one group went to Gundalwadi. Over there, they met many people
who had different kinds of problems. The objective was to get in touch with the
people living around us. They presented a puppet show on 3rd and 4th September.
Process of making puppets:
First you take a stick and use newspaper and string to shape the puppet. Then you
stick bits of paper over it or put papier-mâché` and dry it. Then, paint it with white
texture medium and let it dry. Then you paint it with bright colours and let it dry.
After that, if you want, you can remove the stick.
With the fourth and fifth standards:
First, Ramlal sir taught them some games. Then he made a puppet in front of them.
They formed groups and made puppets, helping one another. They made a camel,
birds, elephants and several other animals. Everybody enjoyed the workshop very
much.
Ramlal sir’s and Dhanjira akka’s next puppetry workshop is in Rishi Valley School.
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A September to Remember
Till last year Sahyadri School celebrated its birthday on 10th September. However,
since last year, it is being celebrated on 3rd and 4th because class 9 has exams around
the 10th. On 3rd September juniors’ parents came and on 4th the seniors’ parents came.
About 325 visitors came on the School Day on the 3rd and about 300 visitors came on
the School Day on the 4th.
Enchantment
For the cultural programme, the 4th standard boys and girls and 5th standard boys
did chanting. There were three teachers – Prabhat sir, Anjana akka and Seema akka.
Everyone wore coloured kurta and pajamas.
The chant was about peace on earth. “Let the earth be peaceful, let
the fire be full of peace, let the water be peaceful, let the moon, sun
and earth be peaceful, let animals and people be peaceful, let there
be peace everywhere and in everything”.
Class 8 did their chant at the end of the programme. There were three teachers –
Prabhat sir, Gopi sir and Seem akka. All the girls and boys chanted together. They
wore red and green kurta and pajamas. Their chant was about importance of water in
our life.

Celebrating the movement of water
The main focus of the cultural programme this
year was the dance drama on ‘Water’. This
dance enacts the river’s journey after its birth in
the mountains.
It goes down and down,
through hills and valleys, forming lakes, to the
calm, meditative ocean.
Here are a few different perspectives on this epic:
Jyotsna akka (who choreographed the dance): Jyotsna akka said that she enjoyed the
dance thoroughly. The girls moved very quickly, doing the steps gracefully. Jyotsna
akka felt very happy when the girls were dancing. She said that she was actually
smiling – from inside – what she is most happy about is that we all came together.
This is what some children who danced had to say:
Ashwini: On the first day I was excited, wondering how the dance would be. On the
fourth I was a bit more relaxed and calm but there was a little excitement left. The
dance was a bit too long and I got quite tired by the end. We should have cut out
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unnecessary scenes in the dance. The singing was superb. The
song was catchy. I was exhausted at the end.
Akshara: I was extremely excited. On fourth I had
a bit more stage confidence. It had a really nice
theme. It should have been shorter.
Taarini: I felt nervous and excited at the same time. I
was a bit scared that something would go wrong but
everything went off well.
This is what Radhika and Vidhi, the singers of
the dance, had to say:
We felt it was very tiring at the end and long. It
was repetitive but it was well organized. The
first day, we were very nervous. We did not
know what would happen but thankfully all went well.

Puppet Show
At the end of the puppetry workshop, the 6th standards created a puppet show. They
put it up on the School Day. Their puppet show was about Diwali. Their message
was that we should make Diwali more safe. The puppets conveyed that crackers are
dangerous as they cause burns and pollution. Little children are exploited to make
crackers at Sivakasi. Their noise scares animals and birds. So they advised everyone
to stop using crackers. Their show gave the final touch to their long workshop,
bringing it to completion.

Bridging Gaps
The School Day is an occasion when students, teachers and parents are on campus. It
is an opportunity for everyone to discuss issues about growing up, education and so
on. That is why we had a panel discussion and a K-video this year.
K-video on 3rd
The theme of the K-video was ‘Conflict’. It was a series of video clips
from J Krishnamurti’s talks and dialogues. J Krishnamurti asks
whether human beings can live a life entirely free of conflict. During
the K-video, people took some time to settle down. The slot for the
video was in the afternoon after lunch. Such videos provide the
parents good exposure to Krishnamurti’s teachings.
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Panel discussion on 4th
The main topic was ‘the Generation Gap’. It covered right communication and right
relationship. There were six panelists – Adarsh, Kaanchan, Sonal
akka, Sabitha akka, Mrs Biraj Patel and Mr Dinesh Purandare. The
panel was convened by Amresh sir. The discussion during the
panel was interesting though some people felt it could have been
more focused. What was very interesting about the topic was that it
emerged from the tenth standard students. There was good
participation from the audience.

Talks by Visitors
Food and Nutrition
Dr Manish Agarwal gave a talk on food and nutrition to the whole school on
15th August. Parts of it were interactive. For the first five minutes he talked
about how to be happy. Then he started to talk about food and nutrition. Two
pictures were of our school. The rest of them were really witty animal pictures
which drew a lot of laughter. He then defined nutrition. He also talked about
food pyramids and fats, proteins, carbohydrates as well as vitamins and
minerals.

Movers and shakers
Dr. Yen Yang, a chiropractor from England, visited our school for a couple of
days on the 15th and 16th of September. In the junior assembly, he introduced
us to “Taichi”. He said that Taichi movements are based on what people see
in nature. Taichi is an old Chinese tradition. In the assembly he taught us two
Taichi movements. The first one was “White Crane Flaps its Wings” and the
other was “Sun and Moon”. Everybody enjoyed it. It gave a rousing start to
the day.

Freedom and Order
On the morning of September 22nd, Prof. Krishnanath
addressed the school in the assembly. He was a
professor in Kashi Vidhyapeeth in Banaras for 33 years.
The assembly was about “what freedom means”. He
said that we should have a good daily routine in order
to learn. He said that freedom doesn’t mean just doing
what you want to do. We are very thankful to him for
addressing our school.
Sahyadri School (KFI)
Post Tiwai Hill, Tal: Rajgurunagar (Khed)
Pune - 410 513
tel: 02135 284271 / 284272
fax: 02135 284269
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